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Powermatic
The Gold Standard
Exclusive to Axminster Tools & Machinery, 
Powermatic create machines that push the 
boundaries of engineering and design. Fitted 
with every feature a woodworker needs, they 
will handle projects of all sizes with ease.
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Powermatic products are displayed throughout our stores.

Buy with confidence from Axminster

Since 1921, Powermatic has been at the forefront of woodworking machinery in North 
America. Known as the Gold Standard, Powermatic continue to build machines that push 
the limit of engineering and design, in order to allow you to expand your creative ability. 

With a long and distinguished history in the industry and the extremely good reputation 
this brand has earned, it’s been a long term ambition of Axminster Tools & Machinery to 
bring Powermatic to the UK market. 

“We were as excited as many of you to finally see these machines over here and after getting 
to see them and put them to good use, we know that they certainly live up to their reputation. 
You will not be disappointed when you buy a Powermatic machine. “

In this brochure, you will find the new range of Powermatic machinery, exclusively 
available from Axminster. With new standards in design, performance and build, you 
simply have to come and see them for yourself. 

It truly is The Gold Standard .

Introducing  
The Gold Standard 



WHAT MAKES POWERMATIC THE GOLD STANDARD FOR WOODWORKING MACHINERY?

HEAVY DUTY CONSTRUCTION

FORWARD THINKING INNOVATION

ATTENTION TO DETAIL

HIGH PERFORMANCE
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With their cast iron and welded steel machines, it’s plain to see 
why Powermatic is renowned for their heavy duty construction. 
The superb build quality gives the machines strength and rigidity 
but also provides a stable platform to complete accurate work.

From the Accu-Fence on the bandsaw to the Feed Logic on the 
drum sander, Powermatic continue to innovate new and unique 
ideas that are all designed not only to improve your work but also 
increase safety and ease of use.

No stone has been left unturned on a Powermatic machine. The 
chromed handwheels and immaculate paintwork exude quality. 
Furthermore, the comparator centres on the lathes and integrated 
castors on the PM 22-44 show you that everything has been 
thought of. Where other competitors may ‘cut corners’ in certain 
areas, you can be guaranteed that Powermatic have not.

Powermatic build machines with large capacity, high-performance 
motors equipped to deal with the most demanding woodworking 
tasks. If you’re looking for something that will push the boundaries 
of your work and get the most of your abilities, you can’t look past 
a Powermatic.

With over 90 years of experience in the industry, Powermatic build machines that push the limits 
of engineering and design to allow you to expand your creative ability. 

With this in mind, they look to guarantee that their machinery is at the forefront of industrial 
machinery in each of the following areas.



POWERMATIC WOODTURNING LATHES
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Precision 
ground 
bedways 

Heavy cast iron 
construction 
(286kg)

Spindle lock, 
makes removing 
chucks etc easier

Supplied with 
comparator centres 
for copy actions

Useful storage 
compartment 
within tailstock

Digital spindle 
revolution indicator

CAPTION REQUIRED



POWERMATIC WOODTURNING LATHES
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3520B Heavy Duty Woodturning Lathe code: 102211

Model 3520B
Rating Industrial
Power Input 1,500W
Speed 50 - 1,200 / 125 - 3,200 rpm
Spindle Taper 2MT
Spindle Thread T38 M33 x 3.5mm
Taper Tailstock 2MT
Distance Between Centres 800mm
Max Diameter over Bed 500mm
Tool Rest Stem Diameter 25.4mm (1”)
Overall L x W x H 1,473 x 685 x 1,370mm
Weight 286kg

The Powermatic 3520B lathe is one of the very best large lathes around from a top USA brand. Equipped with 
precision ground bedway, the headstock and tailstock are heavy section cast iron with positive cam action locking 
devices.

The heavy duty cast iron headstock is designed to travel up and down the entire length of the bed of the lathe, which 
allows the turning of very large diameter work at the tailstock end of the lathe.  The safety spindle lock makes it easy to 
remove faceplates and chucks and  built in indexing, offers 36 positions (10°) on the spindle. The 2-step, 10 groove Poly-V 
belt transmits full power from the motor to the spindle at all speeds while providing extra long belt life and ultra smooth 
running. A forward and reverse switch is a useful feature, especially when sanding timbers with interlocking grain and the 
ergonomic handles allow easy lifting of the motor for fast speed range changes. Two ratios are available enabling high 
torque at low rpm and with electronic speed control via an inverter; you can fine tune the speed of the lathe to suit the 
work in hand by the turn of a knob. The magnetic remote STOP switch can be positioned anywhere along the lathe bed for 
convenient use. Comparator centres for copy work are a very useful feature, mounted in cast iron brackets secured to the 
headstock and tailstock castings. The tailstock has a laser etched scale on the  barrel, and is self ejecting. The ACME type 
thread resists loadings and is very smooth in operation. 

 The 460mm bed extension is available as an optional extra and can be attached in two positions, the lower position 
giving a massive 490mm(19.1/4”) centre height above the extension. If you want to buy a great lathe that will not need 
upgrading at a later date, then this lathe is a sound investment.

N.B. The distance between centres will vary and be dependent on the type of centres or accessories used.

Speed control for smooth adjustment

SPECIFICATIONS

AXMINSTER CHUCKS

ACCESSORIES

Index lock, offers 36 index stops (10°) 
on the spindle

Axminster Evolution SK114 T38 M33 x 3.5mm  502668
Axminster Clubman SK100 T38 M33 x 3.5mm 504539

 Code

Axminster APF10 Evolution Powered Respirator 101809
Crown Cryo M42 Razor Edge Bowl Gouges - 1/2” 103617
Axminster Evolution Series Woodturner’s Smock Large 40” - 44” 102653

 Code

http://www.axminster.co.uk/powermatic-3520b-heavy-duty-woodturning-lathe-102211
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-sk114-woodturning-chuck-ax884747?sel=502668
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-clubman-sk100-woodturning-chuck-ax915228?sel=504539
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-apf-10-evolution-powered-respirator-101809?sel=101809
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-m42-razor-edge-bowl-gouges-ax977916?sel=103617
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-woodturners-smock-ax966222?sel=102653


POWERMATIC WOODTURNING LATHES
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Heavy cast iron 
construction 
(395kg)

Speed control for 
smooth speed 
adjustment

Tailstock with 
ACME thread and 
self ejection

Precision 
ground 
bedways 

Digital spindle 
speed read-out

Spindle lock 
and indexing  
on the spindle

CAPTION REQUIRED
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POWERMATIC WOODTURNING LATHES
4224B Heavy Duty Woodturning Lathe code: 102210

Model 4224B
Rating Industrial
Power Input 2,250W
Speed 40 - 910 / 80 - 2,000 / 140 - 3,500 rpm
Spindle Taper 2MT
Spindle Thread T38 M33 x 3.5mm
Taper Tailstock 2MT
Distance Between Centres 1,067mm
Max Diameter over Bed 610mm
Tool Rest Stem Diameter 25.4mm (1”)
Overall L x W x H 1,730 x 710 x 800mm
Weight 395kg

The Powermatic 4224B lathe is packed with innovation to allow your creativity to expand endlessly. Manufactured using heavy gauge cast iron, this helps to minimise 
vibration and at 395kg this lathe stays rock solid even when turning very large diameter projects. 

The heavy duty headstock is designed to travel up and down the entire length of the lathe, which allows the turning of very large diameter work at the tailstock end of the lathe. The 
headstock has twin, cam action locks which ensure that the headstock always stays securely locked in place. A safety spindle lock makes it easy to remove faceplates and chucks. Built-in 
indexing offers 48, 36 and 14 hole positions on the spindle. The 3 stage 10 groove Poly-V belt transmits full power from the motor to the spindle at all speeds while providing extra long 
belt life and ultra smooth running. A forward and reverse rotation switch is a useful feature, especially when sanding timbers with interlocking grain. The pivoting motor mount allows 
easy lifting of the motor for fast speed range changes. Three speed ranges are available 40-910, 80-2,000 and 140-3,500rpm the lower range enabling extremely high torque at very low 
rpm. With variable frequency drive, you can fine tune the speed of the spindle by the simple turning of a knob. Comparator centres for copy work are a very useful feature, using twin cast 
iron brackets mounted on the headstock and tailstock. The tailstock quill thread features an acme style thread which adds extra support when drilling with a tailstock chuck in place. The 
quill is laser etched with graduations and any centres fitted are self ejected. A vacuum chucking facility is a real bonus on this lathe and it operates using a compressor (not supplied) to 
generate the vacuum via a venturi connection. A 500mm bed extension is available as optional extra and can be used in two positions, the lower position giving a massive 48” (1,220mm) 
capacity (24” centre height above the extension).  Another useful accessory is the swing-away tailstock bracket, removing the need to lift the tailstock from the machine for bowl turning.

If you want to buy an extremely high quality lathe that will not need upgrading at a later date, then this lathe is certainly a sound investment.

Supplied with four pronged drive centre, revolving tailstock centre, knockout bar with brass tip, 75mm faceplate, faceplate spanner and a 350mm tool rest.

Optional accessories: 500mm bed extension, riser block for tailstock assembly, 150mm tool rest and swing away tailstock bracket..

N.B. The distance between centres will vary and be dependent on the type of centres or accessories used.

Air system 
and vacuum 
chuck included 
(compressor 
required)

SPECIFICATIONS

AXMINSTER CHUCKS

SWAN LOW NOISE COMPRESSOR

ACCESSORIES

Axminster Evolution SK114 T38 M33 x 3.5mm  502668
 Code

DRS-215-50 Oil Free Air Compressor 230V 102764
 Code

Axminster APF10 Evolution Powered Respirator 101809
Crown Cryo M42 Razor Edge Bowl Gouges - 1/2” 103617
Axminster Evolution Series Woodturner’s Smock Large 40” - 44” 102653

 Code

http://www.axminster.co.uk/powermatic-4224b-heavy-duty-woodturning-lathe-102210
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-sk114-woodturning-chuck-ax884747?sel=502668
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-apf-10-evolution-powered-respirator-101809?sel=101809
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-m42-razor-edge-bowl-gouges-ax977916?sel=103617
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-woodturners-smock-ax966222?sel=102653
http://www.axminster.co.uk/swan-drs-215-50-oil-free-low-noise-compressor-102764?sel=102764


POWERMATIC BANDSAWS
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370mm throat and 
355mm capacity 

T-Square style 
Accu-Fence 
maximises 
accuracy and 
safety

Fence features 
positive locking 
cam with pressure 
adjustment

Sturdy cast iron 
table and trunnion 
for maximum 
rigidity

Oversized side 
plate can be used 
in the horizontal or 
vertical position

Electrical interlock 
system prevents 
start-up if blade 
de-tensioned

Solid cast iron upper 
and lower wheels 
add momentum for 
heavy re-saw

Heavy duty upper wheel support and tracking 
mechanism for smooth operation

Blade guides with 
tool-less adjustment 
provide stability, 
increasing accuracy

Superb Powermatic 
build quality



POWERMATIC BANDSAWS
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The Powermatic PM1500 bandsaw is good looking, heavy-duty in every way and packed with features. The fit and 
finish of all the parts is immaculate. The paintwork is excellent  inside and out; the chromed hand wheels and knobs 
say “quality.” This machine is supplied with the patented Accu- Fence, a remarkably stout and versatile system, 
sturdy trunnions supporting a large table and heavy cast iron wheels. The rock-solid upper blade guide moves 
easily on rack-and-pinion gears and supports a heavy-duty blade guard.

The PM1500 has a large re-saw capacity at 350mm under the guides. Throat capacity is 365mm. A  2.2kW, 415V 3ph motor 
drives balanced, heavy cast iron wheels via a wide, multi-groove belt. The cast iron table is 545mm long x 406mm wide. It 
has an accurately milled slot for the mitre gauge (which is included). The table tilts 10° to the left and 45° right.

The Powermatic Accu-Fence is a Biesemeyer-style design, easy to adjust and it clamps firmly into position. The impressive 
extruded aluminium fence plate is easily changed from its 155mm high position to 12mm in the low position by loosening 
2 knobs on the fence back. The fence can also be easily fitted with a 155mm long, 36mm diameter steel pin for a single 
point of contact setup, perfect for cutting to a line or for curved work.

The PM1500 also features a magnetic NVR switch and a unique electrical safety feature. This is built into the blade-
tensioning lever; a cut-out switch prevents the saw from powering up when the blade is not tensioned, which eliminates 
the risk of the blade jumping off the wheels when it’s loose. 

Upper and lower blade guides are quite large and require no tools when adjusting. Each element of the guides (double 
roller-bearing side guides and a rear-thrust bearing) can be adjusted independently after loosening by simply turning the 
knurled knobs that hold them in place.

The PM1500 has 2 dust ports that do an outstanding job. Bandsaws are, after all, notoriously difficult from which to collect 
dust. The upper port is positioned behind the blade just below the lower guide bearings; it extracts the dust close to the 
source. A second port is positioned at the base of the lower saw cabinet just below the upper port, keeping things even 
more tidy. Two brushes are also deployed in the lower cabinet. The first sweeps the blade clean while the other sweeps the 
tyre clean. 

The PM1500 bandsaw sets new standards for design, performance and accuracy, combined with immaculate  build quality.  
It is simply very impressive.

PM1500 Bandsaw code: 102209

Model PM1500
Rating Industrial
Power 2.2kw 415V 3ph
Blade Speed 950m/min
Blade Width Min/Max 3-25mm
Max Width of Cut 365mm
Max Depth of Cut  355mm
Max Width of Cut with Fence 290mm
Table Size 545 x 406mm
Table Tilt 0°-45°
Table Height 1,040mm
Wheel Diameter 375mm
Dust Extraction Outlet 102mm x 2
Overall L x W x H 800 x 925 x 1,925mm
Weight 180kg

Table tilts up to 45º

SPECIFICATIONS AXCALIBER BANDSAW BLADES

ACCESSORIES

Accu-Fence has complete adjust-ability for perfect alignment

Premium Blade 
3,886mm(153”) x 1/2” x 6-10 Tpi 103806
3,886mm(153”) x 1/2” x 10-14 Tpi 103807
3,886mm(153”) x 3/4” x 4-6 Tpi 103808
GT Blade 
GT Blade 3,886mm (153”) x 1/4” x 6 Tpi 103802
GT Blade 3,886mm (153”) x 1/2” x 4 Tpi 103803
GT Blade 3,886mm (153”) x 1/2” x 6 Tpi 103804
GT Blade 3,886mm (153”) x 3/4” x 4 Tpi 103805

 Code

Machine Maintenance Kit 717850
UJK Technology Bandsaw Buddy Blade Alignment Tool 101807

 Code

http://www.axminster.co.uk/powermatic-pm1500-bandsaw-102209?sel=102209
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axcaliber-premium-bandsaw-blades-ax876223
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axcaliber-gt-bandsaw-blades-from-1-854mm-73-ax931532
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-machine-maintenance-kit-717850?sel=717850
http://www.axminster.co.uk/ujk-technology-bandsaw-buddy-101807?sel=101807


POWERMATIC MORTICERS
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Fully adjustable 
slideways

Simple and 
effective 
depth stop

Accurate and 
quick-to-change 
material clamp

Multi-position setting 
on main operating 
handle

Gas cylinder 
controlled rack and 
pinion system

Head can be rotated 
180° for door lock 
morticing

Cabinet base 
fabricated from 
heavy gauge sheet 
steel
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POWERMATIC MORTICERS

The Powermatic 719-T is a floor standing morticer with a 25mm capacity. It is heavily built in cast iron with a 
welded steel cabinet base. 

The unique screw and fast action nut allows the material clamp to be set across its length in seconds. With fully 
adjustable slideways the morticer has travel in both directions with a lock on the fore and aft setting. The main 
operating handle has a clever ratchet setting which allows it to be quickly set in a choice of 6 positions for optimum 
leverage. The depth stop is simple and very effective to use. Along the back of the main table is a mortice length 
setting device which allows the mortice length to be pre-set for reduced marking out. The table also tilts upwards 
to any angle between 0°-35°, very useful for angular frame construction.The cabinet base is fabricated from heavy 
gauge sheet steel and incorporates a cupboard with shelf in the base for storage of chisels, bits and service tools. 
Bushes are provided for 3/4”, 13/16” and 1.13/16” shank chisels. Supplied with cabinet base, chisel bushings and 
service tools.

Ideally suited to the industrial workshop, this morticer will provide clean, accurate mortices for years.

719-T Floor Standing Morticer code: 102215

SPECIFICATIONS JAPANESE PATTERN CHISELS & BITS

JAPANESE PATTERN BIT ONLY

Model 719-T
Rating Industrial
Power Input 1,300W
Chisel Stroke 270mm
Centre of Chisel to Back Fence 100mm
Max Height of Timber with 12.7mm Chisel and Bit 190mm
Max Chisel Size Softwood 25mm (1”)
Max Chisel Size Hardwood 19mm (3/4”)
Overall L x W x H 700 x 580 x 950mm (1,550mm inc stand)
Weight 110kg

3/8” 510292
1/2” 510285
5/8” 510294
3/4” 510291
1” 510284
16mm 510289
16mm 702720

 Code

1” Bit Only 510297
 Code

http://www.axminster.co.uk/powermatic-719-t-floor-standing-morticer-102215?sel=102215
http://www.axminster.co.uk/japanese-pattern-mortice-chisels-bits-ax22410
http://www.axminster.co.uk/japanese-pattern-mortice-bits-only-ax22412?sel=510297


POWERMATIC SANDING MACHINES
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Heavily constructed in cast iron & welded steel

Belt & disc tables are 
precision ground cast 
iron with mitre slots

Belt changing is 
quick  &  easy

Multi-position belt 
head locks at any 
angle from 0° to 90°

Belt table tilts down 
to 45° for bevelled & 
mitred angle sanding

300mm balanced 
disc for flat, even 
coverage

Indexing pin for 0°, 
45° and 90° stops

Full cast iron 
platen for 
smooth sanding

Suitable for hook 
& loop backed 
abrasive discs



POWERMATIC SANDING MACHINES
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Model 31A
Rating Industrial
Power 1.1kW 230V 1ph
Belt Speed 690 m/min
Belt Size 150 x 1,220mm
Table Size Belt 190 x 330mm
Table Size Disc 230 x 420mm
Dust Extraction Outlet 102mm
Overall L x W x H 830 x 700  x 1,400mm
Weight 124kg

Loaded with features, the 31A from Powermatic can tackle the most demanding tasks.  Full cast iron 
construction allows both metal and woodworking to be done on the same machine and the integral dual dust 
Port keeps both belt and disc portions clean, extending abrasive life. 

The articulating table mounted on the 6” x 48” belt sander head can be used vertically, horizontally or angled to 
accommodate diverse jobs. The belt head has an indexing pin with stops at 0, 45° and 90° and the head lock allows 
use at any angle in-between.

Removing the top guard allows contour sanding, and the cast iron tables with mitre gauge slots and positive stops 
make set-up fast, accurate and simple for any angle. 

Rather heavy and very well made, this machine is perfect for many joinery tasks.

31A Belt Disc Sander code: 102216

SPECIFICATIONS

HERMES ABRASIVE DISCS 305MM

HERMES SANDING BELTS 150 X 1,220MM

MIRKA SANDING BELTS 150 X 1,220MM

ABRASIVE BELT & DISC CLEANER
60 Grit (ea) 910264
80 Grit (ea) 910265
100 Grit (ea) 910266
120 Grit (ea) 910267
180 Grit (ea) 910269

 Code

40 Grit (ea) 110220
60 Grit (ea) 110222
80 Grit (ea) 110224
100 Grit (ea) 110226
120 Grit (ea) 110228
150 Grit (ea) 110230

 Code

60 Grit (Pkt 10) 502791
100 Grit (Pkt 10) 502793
120 Grit (Pkt 10) 502794

 Code

Standard Cleaner 310398
Large Cleaner 310389

 Code

http://www.axminster.co.uk/powermatic-31a-belt-disc-sander-102216?sel=102216
http://www.axminster.co.uk/hermes-abrasive-discs-305mm-ax23572
http://www.axminster.co.uk/mirka-sanding-belts-150-x-1-220mm-pack-of-10-ax890693
http://www.axminster.co.uk/sanding-belts-150-x-1-220mm-ax19833?sel=110220
http://www.axminster.co.uk/abrasive-belt-disc-cleaners-ax21144


POWERMATIC SANDING MACHINES
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LED control panel 
shows major 
machine functions

Belt tracking reduces 
the need for manual 
adjustment

Equipped with Feed Logic 
to produce exceptional 
finish

Precision-machined 
conveyor bed provides a 
flat sanding surface

Table parallelism 
is adjusted with a 
simple dial 

Drum carriage  provides 
strength and consistent 
performance 

Closed stand with 
storage for keeping 
abrasives organised



POWERMATIC SANDING MACHINES
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SPECIFICATIONS

Model PM2244
Rating Industrial
Power 1.3kW 230V 1ph
Feed Speed 0-3m/min
Sanding Width Single Pass 560mm
Sanding Thickness Min/Max 0.8 -100mm
Sanding Drum Diameter 127mm
Table Size 590 x 385mm
Dust Extraction Outlet 100mm
Overall L x W x H 1,073 x 957 x 1,257mm
Weight 149kg

Packed full of innovation and real life design features that work, this drum sander has to be at the top of the 
list.  As with all Powermatic machines, this machine is very well made, cast iron where it matters and cast 
alloy for the intricate parts. One design feature that really helps is the LED control panel. This gives real time 
information on conveyor feed speed, sanding work load and drum height.  The patented Feed Logic system 
prevents overloading the machine and enhances the finish. 

On a single arm machine such as this, making sure that the arm is parallel to the sanding conveyor is paramount. 
Adjustment of this is such an easy task that it will become second nature, improving your work. 

Changing abrasives is also made easy, thanks to easy access to the securing clips. The conveyor belt is pulled, which 
evens the load, and is spring tensioned and fitted with a tracking device to keep the belt centred. Standard extension 
tables are made from thick gauge sheet steel to resist flexing. There is a heavily built guide system to control the drum 
height, with hardened slideways and an adjustable jib strip to control the smoothness of movement. The one-piece 
steel cabinet has a handy storage cupboard, and is fitted with wheels for mobility.  

This machine has world class design features, giving usability and sophistication that is unmatched.

PM2244 Drum Sander code: 102303

ABRANET MAX ABRASIVE ROLL

HERMES ABRASIVE ROLL

76mm x 25m 80 Grit 101624
76mm x 25m 100 Grit 101625
76mm x 25m 120 Grit 101626
76mm x 25m 180 Grit 101627
76mm x 25m 240 Grit 101628

 Code

76mm x 25m 40 Grit 101620
76mm x 25m 60 Grit 101621

 Code

http://www.axminster.co.uk/powermatic-pm2244-drum-sander-102303?sel=102303
http://www.axminster.co.uk/abranet-max-abrasive-roll-76mm-x-25m-ax960574
http://www.axminster.co.uk/hermes-rb377yx-abrasive-roll-76mm-x-25m-ax960586


POWERMATIC DUST & CHIP EXTRACTORS
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TurboCone improves 
waste separation 
and collection bag 
packing 

Large, multi-layer 
cartridge filter allows 
high air flow 

Single 150mm port 
for connection to 
simple ducting 
system

Highly efficient 
impeller and housing 
improve air flow

Twin 100mm ports 
allows two machines 
to be connected

Castor wheels allow 
easy mobility around 
the workshop



POWERMATIC DUST & CHIP EXTRACTORS
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SPECIFICATIONS

Model PM1300TX
Rating Industrial
Power 1.3kW (max output 1.97kW) 230V 1ph
Air Flow 1,920 m³/hr @ 150mm, 1,300 m³/hr @ 100mm
Noise Level 75 dB @ 1m
Particle Size 1 micron @ 86%,  2 micron @ 98%
Hose Diameter 1 x 150mm, 2 x 100mm
Overall L x W x H 940 x 736 x 1,830mm
Weight 64kg

Consistently rated as being the best extractor of its size, the Powermatic PM1300TX has innovative 
features that ensure superb performance every day. As well as being very well built,  every 
component is chosen to enhance the performance. 

Powered by a quiet and cool running induction motor, the 12” steel impeller is fitted inside a carefully 
designed housing to provide the maximum airflow. Air containing the waste is transferred to the filter/
collection bag housing where the waste is separated from the air stream by the patented TurboCone. This 
simple device makes sure that the waste bag is tightly packed and that the cartridge filter needs far less 
monitoring, meaning less time spent emptying and cleaning. The cartridge filter is highly efficient, not 
affecting the air flow and capturing a very high percentage of even quite fine dusts.  

The remote control can be programmed for running up to 99 minutes as well as being simply used for 
switching on and off from a short distance. Four castor wheels allow for easy mobility.  

This machine will suit those who appreciate innovation, high quality and performance in a mobile 
extractor - a cut above all others.

PM1300TX 2hp Extractor code: 102212

Remote control switching with timer up to 99 minutes

ACCESSORIES

Axminster Flexible Extraction Hose  Kit
Axminster 4m x 100mm Extraction Hose Kit 211597
Clear Medium Weight PVC Extraction Hose
Clear Reinforced PVC Hose 152mm x 2.5m 505012
Clear Heavy Duty PU Extraction Hose
Clear Reinforced PU Hose 102mm x 1m 505013
Clear Reinforced PU Hose 102mm x 2.5m 505014
Dust Extraction System Grounding Kit
Dust Extraction Grounding Kit 510412

 Code

http://www.axminster.co.uk/powermatic-pm1300tx-2hp-extractor-102212?sel=102212
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-flexible-extraction-hose-kit-ax806700?sel=211597
http://www.axminster.co.uk/clear-medium-weight-pvc-extraction-hose-ax894867?sel=505012
http://www.axminster.co.uk/clear-heavy-duty-pu-extraction-hose-ax894880
http://www.axminster.co.uk/dust-extraction-system-grounding-kit-510412


POWERMATIC DUST & CHIP EXTRACTORS
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TurboCone improves 
waste separation and 
collection bag packing 

Large, multi-layer 
cartridge filter allows 
high air flow 

Triple 100mm ports 
allows 3 machines to 
be connected

Single 200mm port for connection to 
simple ducting system

Castor wheels 
allow easy 
mobility around 
the workshop 

Remote control switching with timer up to 99 minutes

Highly efficient 
impeller and housing 
improve air flow
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Model PM1900XT
Rating Industrial
Power 2.2kW (3.0kW Max) 230V 1ph
Air Flow 2,800 m³/hr @ 200mm, 930 m³/hr @ 100mm
Noise Level 86 dB @ 1m
Particle Size 1 micron @ 86%, 2 micron @ 98%
Hose Diameter 1 x 200mm, 3 x 100mm
Overall L x W x H 1,550 x 762 x 1,830mm
Weight 122kg

PM1900XT 3hp Extractor code: 102213

SPECIFICATIONS

The largest extractor from the Gold Standard brand, the Powermatic PM1900TX is a larger version of the 
PM1300XT and has innovative features that ensure superb performance every day. 

As well as being very well built, every component is chosen to enhance the  
performance. Powered by a quiet and cool running induction motor, the 14”  
steel impeller is fitted inside a carefully designed housing to provide the  
maximum air flow. Air flow containing the waste is transferred to the  
filter/collection bag housing where the waste is separated from the air stream  
by the 2 patented TurboCones. This simple device makes sure that the waste bag  
is tightly packed and that the twin cartridge filters need far less monitoring,  
meaning less time spent emptying and cleaning. The cartridge filter system is  
highly efficient, not affecting the air flow and capturing a very high  
percentage of even quite fine dusts.  

The remote control can be programmed for running up to 99 minutes  
as well as being simply used for switching on and off from a short  
distance. Four castor wheels allow for easy mobility.  

This machine will suit those who appreciate innovation, high quality  
and performance in a mobile extractor - a cut above all others.

ACCESSORIES

Axminster Flexible Extraction Hose  Kit
Axminster 4m x 100mm Extraction Hose Kit 211597
Clear Medium Weight PVC Extraction Hose
Clear Reinforced PVC Hose 152mm x 2.5m 505012
Clear Heavy Duty PU Extraction Hose
Clear Reinforced PU Hose 102mm x 1m 505013
Clear Reinforced PU Hose 102mm x 2.5m 505014
Dust Extraction System Grounding Kit
Dust Extraction Grounding Kit 510412

 Code

http://www.axminster.co.uk/powermatic-pm1900xt-3hp-extractor-102213?sel=102213
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-flexible-extraction-hose-kit-ax806700?sel=211597
http://www.axminster.co.uk/clear-medium-weight-pvc-extraction-hose-ax894867?sel=505012
http://www.axminster.co.uk/clear-heavy-duty-pu-extraction-hose-ax894880
http://www.axminster.co.uk/dust-extraction-system-grounding-kit-510412

